
	  

Olga de Soto is a Spanish choreographer, dancer and dance researcher based in Brussels. She graduated from CNDC / Centre National de 
Danse Contemporaine d’Angers, after having studied classical ballet, contemporary dance, and music theory in her native country. As a dancer, 
she has worked with choreographers such as Michèle Anne de Mey, Pierre Droulers, Felix Ruckert, Meg Stuart, Boris Charmatz and Jérôme Bel, 
being his choreographic assistant for five years in The Show Must Go On.  

Olga began creating her own choreographic work in 1992, exploring different formats in numerous pieces, some of them created in dialogue 
with works by contemporary music composers such as Saariaho, Sciarrino, Scodanibbio, Jarrell, Rzewski, Pousseur.  

Since the end of the 1990s, her work focuses on the study of memory. Since the beginning of the 2000s, she has been dedicated to creative 
projects intimately bound to long processes of research, founded on an important work of documentation, in which she works with atypical 
temporalities entirely detached from conventional production logic. Her works deals specifically with the role of memory in live art, 
questioning its value and lasting quality along two lines of research. The first centers on the study of physical memory through a pluralistic 
approach to dance and the body, in works such as anarborescences  (Théâtre de la Cité internationale, Paris, 1999), Éclats mats  (Centre 
Pompidou, Paris, 2001), and INCORPORER ce qui  reste ic i au dans mon cœur  (Centre Pompidou, Paris, 2004-2009). The second axis 
explores works from the history of dance from the perspective of the perceptual memories of both spectators and dancers. The resulting 
projects, such as histoire(s )  (Kunstenfestivaldesarts, Brussels, 2004), An Introduction  (Tanz Im August, Berlin, 2010), or Débords  /  
Ref lections  on The  Green Tab le  (Festival d’Automne, Paris, 2012), deal with documentation, testimony, archives, oral sources, narrative, 
and storytelling. Her recent work mixes the languages of choreography with those of documentary, performance, visual arts, and installation, 
playing with the porousness of those disciplines.  

Olga’s works have been presented in about twenty countries and she is regularly invited to teach at universities, speak at conferences and lead 
workshops in Europe, South America and most recently the USA.  

In 2013, de Soto was awarded the Society of Dramatic Authors and Composers - SACD Prize (Belgium), in the category of Performing Arts, for 
her artistic trajectory as well as her creative research on dance history, especially her work on Kurt Jooss’ The Green Table. 
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Débords 
Reflections on The Green Table 

A Tanzfonds Erbe project  

Olga de Soto 
SACD Prize 2013, in the category of Performing Arts 
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A magisterial lesson in direction in service of bodies’ memory. (…) Even 
more than the symbolic power of the original ballet, the characters of 
which we discover through the stories of the performers, we are struck by 
the emotion of these latter, when they share with us the feelings that 
went through them while they danced, and their unease with the emotion 
they felt from the audience. (…) We are rarely given the opportunity to 
delve so deep into the heart of choreographic writing. We re-emerge with 
the strange certainty of having witnessed a performance of The Green 
Table. A successful communication that infiltrates deep within us. 
Brilliant.  

Géraldine Bretault, TOUTE LA CULTURE 

 
Everything is included in Olga de Soto’s show in her habitually precise 
manner. The historic facts collide with the most intimate personal 
emotions. (…) The Green Table is among those works that leave indelible 
impressions with its expressionist power, its vile masked characters, its 
negotiating table where games and bets sound the depths of history. (…) 
With her, we learn much, and intelligently. 

Marie-Christine Vernay, LIBÉRATION 

 
How to invite the past on stage? (…) By not promoting restoration, but by 
reactivating, without intervening, the evidence through testimony, Olga 
de Soto presents the full extent of the work. The voyage is historical, but 
is also intimate. (…) A long journey which is not commemorative, but 
memorable, is promised.  

Charlotte Imbault, MOUVEMENT 

 
One of the most remarkable aspects of the work of Olga de Soto is that 
it is not necessary to have seen or even to know about The Green Table. 
Because to the extent that the speakers evoke this work that they, for 
their part, know perfectly, a sort of substitute memory plays its part 
among even those spectators who known nothing: it is the memories of 
others which, piece by piece, build in the mind an image, different for 
everyone, of what the work might have been: thus, it is words alone 
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which create the fictive image of a dance performance, which is to say the 
image of a form of expression which, precisely, has nothing to do with 
words. […] Far from being reduced to a documentary, the work of Olga de 
Soto is a creation of its own, which itself asks questions about what 
defines a work of art, and what artistic experience is, both for the artists 
who create it and for the audience who receive it. It allows us to reflect 
both on the deep roots of this work in its time and context, but also on 
what might be a universally valid “message”.  

François Prost, BULLES DE SAVOIR 

 
Olga de Soto is an important choreographer, demanding, profoundly 
concerned with dance, art, politics and life, about with she asks essential 
questions. A choreographer who looks to the past so she may face the 
future. 

Denis Laurent, L'ART MEME 

 

Where other choreographers insist on dancing yet again a work from the 
past to immortalise its form in a new interpretation, Olga de Soto 
demonstrates the power of testimony, thereby insisting that the impact of 
what has been experienced says more about the work than any 
contemporary updating. (…) If in the case of histoire(s) and Débords / 
Reflections on The Green Table, words displace images which would be 
those of the dance, Olga de Soto nevertheless creates a work of 
choreography when she prefers to let words more than gestures dance 
before our eyes, the way Chris Marker was a director when he chose to 
show, instead of images of carnage from the war in the former 
Yugoslavia, the testimony of a French “blue beret” recounting “his” 
experience of the war (Casque bleu, 1995). histoire(s) and Débords / 
Reflections on The Green Table are not only milestones in the 
constitution of the memory of dance and an alternative to the way in 
which we might write the “history of dance”; these two works also have 
the quality and the capacity not just to be placed within history, but to 
face history, which is to say, to become necessary witnesses to the past. 

 Valérie Da Costa, MOUVEMENT #69 
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CONCEPT, DIRECTION, DOCUMENTATION, CAMERA ET SOUND Olga de Soto  |  WITH Fabian Barba, Alessandro Bernardeschi, Edith Christoph, Hanna 
Hedman, Mauro Paccagnella, Enora Rivière & Olga de Soto  | VIDEO DIRECTION Olga de Soto  | VIDEO EDITING Julien Contreau & Olga de Soto  |  MUSIC 
Frederic Rzewski The People united will never be defeated - Variation No. 1 & John Cage Sonatas No. 1 & No. 5 for prepared piano  | LIGHTING Philippe 
Gladieux  |  SOUND Mathieu Farnarier  |  VIDEO AND SOUND TECHNICIANS Bram Moriau & Eric Desjeux  |  CONCEPT OF THE SCENOGRAPHY Olga de 
Soto & Shizuka Hariu  |  SCENOGRAPHY Shizuka Hariu / SHSH   |  CONSTRUCTION Yann Stroobant  |  COSTUMES Dorothée Catry  |  TECHNICAL 
COORDINATION Daniel Huard  |  DOCUMENTATION RESEARCH ASSISTANT Karin Verbruggen 

WITH WITNESS STATEMENTS BY Marina Grut, Ann Hutchinson Guest, Christian Holder, Joan Turner Jara, Nora Salvo, Jeanne Brabants, Michèle Nadal, Hanns 
Stein, Andras Uthoff, Edith del Campo, Philip Lansdale, Juan Allende-Blin, Toer van Schayk, Fernando García, Bruno Jacquin, Jacqueline Challet-Haas, Gerd 
Zacher, Jeanette Vondersaar and Françoise Dupuy. 

PRODUCTION Niels and Caravan Production  |  COPRODUCTION Joint Adventures/Tanzwerkstatt Europa (Munich), Les Halles (Brussels), Culturgest 
(Lisbon), Festival d’Automne (Paris), Les Spectacles vivants – Centre Pompidou (Paris), Tanzquartier Wien (Vienna), Centre Chorégraphique National de 
Montpellier Languedoc-Roussillon (CCNM) in the frame of Jardin d’Europe – with the support of the European Union -, Open Latitudes (Les Halles - 
Brussels, Latitudes Contemporaines - Lille, Le Manège de Mons / Maison Folie - Mons, Cialo Umysl Foundation - Warsaw, Teatro delle Moire - Milan, Sin 
Arts and Culture Centre - Budapest, Le Phénix Scène Nationale de Valenciennes - Valenciennes, l’Arsenic - Lausanne) – with the support of the European 
Union -.  |  WITH THE SUPPORT OF Tanzfonds Erbe, an initiative by the German Federal Cultural Foundation, the Federation Wallonia-Brussels — Dance 
sector, Wallonia-Brussels International (WBI), Archives Jooss (Köln/Amsterdam) / Deutsches Tanzarchiv Köln  |  WITH THE ADDITIONAL SUPPORT OF 
Centre de Développement Chorégraphique d’Uzès and Théâtre de Liège.  |  This project has received research grants from the French Ministry of Culture 
and Communication (FR) and from the Federation Wallonia-Brussels – Dance sector, for the development of the documentation research work. 

A Tanzfonds Erbe project, an initiative by the German Federal Cultural Foundation. 

Length 1h40 

— TECHNICAL INFORMATION — 

Team: 11 to 12 people on tour 

Stage dimensions: 18m wide or more x 13m deep or more x 7,5m high or more  

Stage minimal dimensions: 16m wide x 12m deep x 6m high 

Setting up: 6 services of 4 hours 

Subtitles (versions): French, English, German, Portuguese, Spanish… 
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— CHRONOLOGY — 

Débords / Reflect ions on The Green Table  was first performed at Les 
Halles de Schaerbeek, in Brussels, in 2012. 

This work has been presented in Belgium, France, Austria, Germany and 
Portugal, at venues such Festival d'Automne / Centre Pompidou - Paris (FR), 
Tanzquartier Wien - Vienna (AT), Culturgest - Lisbon (PT), Hebbel Theater - 
Berlin (DE), Biennale de Charleroi/Danses - Charleroi (BE), Théâtre Les Tanneurs 
– Brussels. 

 
After having been immersed, in her performance histoire(s), in the memories of audience members who attended the première of The 
Young Man and Death on the 25th of June 1946 at the Théâtre des Champs Elysées in Paris, Olga de Soto continues her creative 
investigation into perception and the history of dance. This time her focus is the legendary work The Green Table by German 
choreographer Kurt Jooss, premièred in 1932 at the same Parisian theatre. This seminal piece is renowned not only for its socio-
political and pacifist message, but also for the stand its creator took against the first anti-Semitic laws enacted by Hitler upon his rise 
to power in 1933. This ballet composed of eight tableaux for sixteen dancers and inspired by a mediaeval danse macabre, is 
considered one of the most politically engaged works in the history of 20th century dance. The work is iconic for its themes (the rise 
of fascism and war), the insight it provides into the troubled period that preceded the Second World War, and, indeed, its prescience 
of the darkness that was to mark the era.  
	  
For this second instalment of her study of The Green Table, Olga de Soto invites six dancers to respond to the testimony collected 
during her research. The dancers are acting on stage as carriers and messengers of, bridges and vessels for, these memories. While in 
histoire(s) she concentrated on the reception of a piece at the moment of its unveiling, here she has harvested the traces The Green 
Table left behind, not only among those who saw it performed at different moments of history and in different countries, but also 
among the several generations of dancers who performed it and transmitted. Her indefatigable research took her from Belgium to 
Chile via Germany, the Netherlands, France, and England, a 42,000 km journey yielding 67 hours of filmed interviews. 
	  
The choreographer approaches The Green Table through its impact, digs through time, moves on, searches, investigates, rummages, 
in order to offer us a piece built on words, often very powerful. Words, but also bodies and views that question what charge the 
work carries, and which the dancers still startlingly carry today. 
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